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The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc. Newsletter
August 2022
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at the Kaleen Clubroom at 7:30 pm on Wednesday 3
August 2022.
Our guest speaker will be Dan Carmody who will present "Modelling SAR Military Wagons"
Dan is an accomplished speaker who will present this and other papers at the “Modelling the
Railways of South Australia” convention in Adelaide in early September this year.
======================================================================
ANNUAL FEES for 2022-23 are NOW DUE
At the 2021 Annual General meeting, members approved a motion that the annual fees for
2022-23 be held at $50.00.
Your payment options are
(i)
EFT direct to CMRCI Account

Preferred method!

BSB 641-800 Account No. 200734308 (please indicate “fees+name” in your
payment details)
(ii)

Eftpos machine at clubroom during meeting times (via Treasurer)

(iii)

Cash (pay to Phil Young or another committee member at clubroom)

Note:

a member must be financial BEFORE the club’s Annual General Meeting (August)
in order for them to participate (vote).

Please ignore this if your payment has already been made.
Phil Young (CMRCI Treasurer)
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Canberra Model Railway Club Inc will be held at 7.45 pm
at the CMRCI clubroom (UCHSK) on Wednesday 17 August 2022.
If you have an interest in becoming involved in the management of the club, nominate for a
position on the Committee. Nomination forms are available from the Secretary or are on the
coffee table in the clubroom.
Nominations have so far been received from:
Andrew Lund
Terry Smith
Mal Irving
Danny Henskens
Chris Neil
Peter Amey
Phil Young
Bob Morton
Noel Lee.
Remember - a member must be financial BEFORE the club’s Annual General Meeting in
order to participate and vote.
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CATCH POINTS
by Ron Geeves from material and photos supplied by George Watts.
On his recent trip to Qld, our itinerant member George W. came across several interesting
railway structures. The photo below shows one of them, being catch points seen at Nyngan
railway station in western NSW. These are designed to prevent wagons (or even
locomotives) from fouling the mainline when they do not have authority to proceed (i.e., the
signal is against them.)
If an unauthorized movement occurs, the wagon or loco will “end up in the dirt”, and hopefully
will do this short of the mainline.
Railway employees, and especially drivers and shunters, are warned of this track device by
means of an indicator and/or a warning sign. In the photo below, it can be seen that the catch
points have been activated and the left-hand wheels on a rail vehicle would be diverted to the
left of the track, avoiding the main line and any traffic upon it.

George’s second photo is taken from above and in line with the track and shows the
gap in the track and the distinct warning sign very clearly.
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Going back in time around 20 years, the writer was driving CPH railmotors over a weekend
about once per month, and care was always taken when moving from the engine shed to the
station, as a catch point (see photo) protected the main (down) line from Queanbeyan to
Bombala. I never wanted to be known as the driver who put the railmotor “in the dirt.”

Down mainline from Canberra
Catch point indicator

This photo of a hand-powered trike was taken at Cooma c1958. (CMR collection)
Gallery – Cooma Monaro Railway (cmrailway.org.au)

In the photo above, the hand-trike has crossed onto the down mainline, originating from the
2-row engine shed. It has passed the catch point indicator after the points were changed to

access the mainline.
Catch point indicator and model: If you are interested in including catch points and warning
indicators on your layout, Ray Pilgrim produces a catch point indicator model in HO scale,
and Peco produce Code 100 and Code 75 Catch Points in the same scale.
When I last checked (23.07.22) the HO Code 100 catch points were $27.20 each. Kerroby
models may have a non-moving model of a catch point indicator.
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Model available from: Signals Branch: NSWGR Catch Point Indicator Instructions
Information from Ray Pilgrim’s “Signal branch” site: rpilgrim@bigpond.net.au
“Use on the Prototype
Catch points are to be found where a siding connects to the main line. It is best to check
some specific station layout for locations which can be found on the Track and Signal
Diagrams of the NSWGR such as those available from the Australian Railway Historical
Society (ARHS). The catch point is located just short of the connection to the main line and
is connected to the point such that when the point if to the main the catch point will put a
runaway wagon into the dirt, hopefully not then fouling the main.
The catch point has an indicator which is a small ground signal with a square rotating section
at the top. This section rotates through 90 degrees to show an arrow for clear to proceed out
of the siding onto the main or a red light.”
In the July Bulletin there was an article on the Charleville Ambulance. It should have
stated that the article was provided by Ron Geeves, based on material and photos
supplied by George Watts. Apologies to both contributors.

USEFUL WEBSITE - www.eastbank.org.uk
For those of you who as not as familiar with MR electrics as you would wish, this website,
published by the Eastgate Model Railway Club may help. In the words of the authors,
“Model Railway Electrics Make Easy.
Don't be put off by the main title. It's not the circuits that are short, it's the articles.
Of course, this subject of model railway electrics has already been well documented in many
commercially published books, but these books all have one thing in common, they tend to
very quickly become complex and full of a lot of inane and unnecessary technical theory and
jargon. Be assured, this will not happen here.”
The Eastgate Club is a little unusual - “Eastgate Model Railway Club consists of a small and
informal group of widely dispersed friends who share an extremely diverse interest in
railways, prototype and model, domestic and foreign. The Club was originally based in
Shettleston in Glasgow but due to the relocation of most of our member over the past years,
the structure of the Club has had to be reformed and is now what could be best described as
a virtual model railway club. We have no regular or formal meetings, we have no written
constitution, we have no clubrooms, we have no tangible assets, and we have no annual
subscription. Our layouts are owned by our individual club members, but we all collaborate
with our own specialised skills and talents on the design, construction and the presenting of
these layouts at exhibitions.”
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NEW LAYOUT – developments
Work on the track plan for the new layout has continued with input from number of members,
particularly Phil Young and Bob Morton. The plan has been refined to the stage where
building can commence. That will happen after Baldwin Park has been decommissioned (a
fancy way of saying demolished) and as much of the track, points and buildings that are
reusable have been recovered.
At the same time the baseboards and supports will be constructed.
These plans are not set in concrete, and it is inevitable that changes will occur along the
way. If you have any ideas that could contribute to the success of the layout, speak up.
You are a member, it’s your layout.
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The DC track will be separate from the DCC track, electronically and physically. Essentially,
it will overlay the DCC track at a higher elevation.
======================================================================
HOW ONE MODELLER JOINS TRACK ACROSS BOARDS
From “The Model Railway Engineer” - www.modelrailwayengineer.com – with thanks.
Given the alignment problems we have with our travelling layouts, Charlestown in particular,
it is not surprising that others have the same challenge as us. The following is one way of
overcoming the problem. It is not an aesthetically pleasing solution and looks like a lot of
effort, but it may work for some of us.
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“How to join track across
baseboard sections is one of the
most common questions I get
asked here on Model Railway
Engineer. Here’s an interesting
technique one modeller uses.
Many modellers have layouts on
modules, boards that can be
separated and joined to enable
easy moving of the layout. Getting
the track to align across these
joins and having them stay in
position is usually done
with copper-clad sleepers but
Stephen Koffel of
the trainthingsblog has come up
with an alternative solution that
intrigued me.

Over to Steve from trainthingsblog.
“Because I started laying track without a ton of experience with flexi-track specifically, and
without a lot of model railroading experience at all, I was unaware of many modellers’
creative solutions such as soldering the end of your rails to a few PC Board ties [essentially
the same as copper clad sleepers mentioned above – Andy, MRE], or otherwise
immobilizing your rails near the end of your module for spot-on track work.

Bravery is soldering even when you’re not good at it.
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By contrast, my track was laid on a cork bed and fastened down with some kind of clear and
slightly flexible caulk, so there was all sorts of misalignment and chaos when it came to
aligning the modules.
The folks at County Gate, modellers of the Lynton and Barnstaple Railway in 009, came up
with a short drop-in-section of track to bridge between the boards. This was then secured in
place with DIY barrel bolt – a hollow brass tube and a rod that slides through the tube to
keep the rails aligned.
But this wouldn’t work for me because I’d already laid all the track. Instead, I modified their
design to make it work on my layout and eliminated the removable sections and just decided
to solder the brass tubing to the outside edge of the rails at the ends of both modules.
I picked up some 1.5mm brass tube and 1mm brass rods from K&S Precision Metals, as
suggested by the 009 group. Even though I’m using shorter and daintier code 55 track, I
figured those dimensions would still work for my purposes.
The tube was soldered to the outside of the rails (which was, I might add, very difficult. I’m
not very talented at soldering, these pieces are very small, and my soldering iron is in bad
shape) and pins cut from the brass rod. These were then bent into an “L” shape for removal
purposes and threaded them through the tubing.
The key to success is soldering the tubing evenly and uniformly on both module ends, or
else the tubing won’t line up and the pins won’t pass through.

It turned out well enough for me, and I’m happy with the results. It’s a fix though, and you’d
probably be better off using the PC Board method to keep things lined up and running
smooth.
Thanks, Steve. You can read the more of his articles on trainthingsblog.”
The author also highly recommends the PC Board ties method and says, “I would have used it
myself and avoided the need for this article at all if I had done some more research before
hastily starting my layout.” For more information, a great video from M.C. Fujiwara, How To
Make Beautiful Butt Joints is an amazing guide. It is available on Youtube.
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HISTORY CORNER
The railways of New South Wales have had many incidents and accidents since their formation
in 1831. There are close to 1000 names associated with rail-related deaths in NSW on the walls
of the Australian Railway Monument in Werris Creek. Those killed were all employees of various
NSW railways. Victims have died in unimaginable ways, i.e., run over and literally chopped to
pieces, a fireman scalded to death by escaping steam, drowning after being tossed out into a
creek as a result of a derailment, just for starters.

Here a few of the more spectacular:
Bethungra (Cootamundra) train disaster, 1885

Bethungra (Cootamundra) crash.

On 25 January 1885, the Melbourne – Sydney mail train derailer between Bethungra and
Cootamundra killing 7 and injuring over 20. The cause was a washaway of a culvert over Salt
Clay Creek during a period of heavy rainfall.

The Zig – Zag Railway 1908

Zig Zag railway accident, 1908. Photo: Sydney Morning Herald
The only fatal accident on the Zig Zag occurred on the night of 8th December 1908 when an
overloaded goods train stopped short of Clarence Tunnel, unable to lift its haul to the top. On dividing
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the train, the rear portion rolled to Top Points where it demolished the cab of a locomotive on a train
about to leave for Penrith. Sadly, the driver died in Penrith hospital. The runaway brake van had some
20 navvies as passengers, miraculously none were injured. Fire in the wreckage and a snowstorm
added to the chaos and confusion.

The Granville Disaster 1977

Wikipedia

This occurred on Tuesday 18 January 1977 at Granville, a western suburb of Sydney, when
a crowded commuter train derailed, running into the supports of a road bridge that collapsed
onto two of the train's passenger carriages. The official enquiry found the primary cause of
the crash to be poor fastening of the track.
It remains the worst rail disaster in Australian history: 83 people died, more than 213 were
injured, and 1,300 were affected. An 84th victim, an unborn child, was added to the fatality list in
2017.
The Cowan disaster, 1990
On the 6th of May 1990, an electric interurban train travelling south between Newcastle and
Sydney collided into the back of a chartered heritage tourist train, killing six and injuring 99
people.

The heritage train (led by steam locomotive 3801) had stalled on the Cowan bank, and
dumped sand onto the track to increase traction resulting in a wrong side signal failure. Four
fatalities resulted when the rear carriage of the heritage train was crushed by the impact
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from the electric interurban train. The driver and his cab companion in the electric train were
also killed.
An interim ban was placed on heritage train operation in New South Wales following
this disaster. The ban was lifted 9 months later.
=====================================================================

AROUND THE CLUBHOUSE
Darryl, Leigh and David G combined to set out the longest possible consist of “The Ghan” carriages passenger, sleepers, catering, buffet and dining cars, power car and baggage car - and ended
up with 2 locomotives (one Ghan and one Indian Pacific) and 45 carriages.

David and Sam making final adjustments to the consist.

Nose to Tail. 45 passenger carriages are the limit on the long loop on McEvoy
Junction. Even one more would not have fitted.
Photo by DavidG
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The consist running (slowly) on McEvoy Junction. 45 carriages and 2 locomotives.
Photo by DavidG

And the real thing – A rather grubby NR 26, pictured at Cook on the Nullarbor 3 weeks
ago. Stopped for water and a fuel top up. NR 26 hauled the 28 car consist all the way
from Perth to Sydney (well almost – we had to take a bus from Lithgow to Sydney –
landslide on the tracks). Officialdom in the form of the lady in the orange vest, would
not allow passengers forward of the loco, so head on or diagonal shots were not
possible. No reasons why.
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Mal and Herb building the club’s new 3D printer, using the 137-page book on the
assembly procedure and an 80-page manual on how to operate it. Glad to see that
some of us know what they are doing.

President: Bob Morton
Vice President: Chris Neil
Secretary: Peter Amey
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Danny Henskens, Herb Hobbs, Mal Irving, Noel Lee, Andrew
Lund, Terry Smith, George Watts.
Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart,
Tom Drury, Phil Felstead, John Webster
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AUGUST 2022
2 Aug (Tues)
3 Aug (Weds)
9 Aug (Tues)
13 Aug (Sat)
16 Aug (Tues)
17 Aug (Wed)
23 Aug (Tues)
30 Aug (Tues)

Continuing work on club layouts
Club meeting. Topic – Australian Railways at
War. Dan Carmody
Continuing work on club layouts
Open day for juniors – running day
Continuing work on club layouts
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts

SEPTEMBER 2022
6 Sep (Tues)
7 Sep (Weds)
10 Sep (Sat)
13 Sep (Tues)
20 Sep (Tues)
21 Sep (Weds)
27 Sep (Tues)

Continuing work on club layouts
Club Meeting Topic – TBA
Open day for juniors – running day
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on club layouts
Running Night
Continuing work on club layouts

Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.
Located at The University of Canberra High School Kaleen, 104 Baldwin Drive, Kaleen ACT
2617.
See website for further information - www.cmrci.info
Email: cmrcisecpra@gmail.com
Postal address: PO Box 7204, Kaleen ACT 2617
The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Management
Committee.
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